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Abstract  

The tardigrades are popularly known as water bears, are micrometazoans with 

four pairs of Lobopod legs. Tardigrades survive in lichens and mosses, usually 

associated with water film on mosses, liverworts and lichens. More species are 

found in milder environments such as meadows, ponds and lakes. These are 

closely related to to Arthopoda and Nematodes based on their morphology. 

They are the microanimals which can live in extreme conditions. Knowing 

about their adpatation, they are quite investigating among the most stress 

tolerant animals known. When experiencing adverse environment conditions, 

they enter a reversible ametabolic state termed as anhydrobiosis and is known 

to confer tolerance to a variety of stresses. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tardigrades (tardus=slow, gradus=step, slow walkers) also known as water bear or moss 

piglets are the close relatives of arthropods (Garey et al. 1996,1999; Giribet et al. 1996). 

Water bears resemble small bears (0.1-1mm) complete with claws, but a few too many 

legs (4 pairs).They are either armored (Eutardigrada). 
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Each of eight legs has claws, which when combined with their slow gait, makes them look 

very much like miniature polar bear with some extra legs. 

Kingdom: Animalia 

Scientific name: Tardigrade 

Phylum: Tardigrada 

Super phylum: Ecdysozoa 

Rank: Phylum 

Tradigrades are first describe by the German Zoologist Johan August Ephraim Goeze in 

1773.Who called then little Water bears. In 1977,the Italian biologist Lazzaro Spallanzani 

named them Tardigrada which means slow steppers. Tardigrades are found everywhere, 

from mountaintops to the deep sea and mud volcanoes and from tropical rainforest to the 

Antartic. These are among the most resilient animals known, with indivisual species able 

to survive extreme condition such as exposure to extreme temperatures, extreme 

pressures(both low and high),air deprivation, radiation and starvation-that would kill most 

like others known forms of life. Tardigrades have survived exposure to outerspace. It 

withstand large amount radiation, it withstand temperatures ranging from 300⁰F to near 

absolute zero, it possibly withstand the pressures of the deepest trenches of the oceans. It 

can endure extreme temperatures ranging from more than 100⁰C down to 196 degrees 

below zero. They can exposed to 5000grays of radiation and to be just fine while 5 to 10 

grays are fatal to human. Recently scientists studied the genome to find out the 

mechanism by which they are so tolerant to radiation. It was originally thought that 

Tardigrades simply had robust DNA repair mechanism to help them survive extreme 

radiation damage, this might still be the case, but researchers found a novel Tardigrade 

protein named Dsup which stands for damage suppressors, that wraps itself around the 

Tardigrade DNA and act as a radiation shield. To demonstrate that Dsup has protective 

properties, they took human kidney cells and inserted the Dsup gene into them when they 

cultured those human. Dsup cells and exposed them to radiation they found that they 

experienced 40% less DNA damage than control cells. 

The phylum Tardigrada is often classified as one of the “lesser-known” groups of 

protostomes. Although much has been learned about these organisms, as evidenced by 

publications of international symposia (Higgins, 1975; Węglarska, 1979; Nelson, 1982a; 

Bertolani, 1987a; McInnes and Norman, 1996; Greven, 1999; Kristensen, 2001), the 

tardigrades present an exceptional opportunity for teaching and research, especially in the 

areas of development, evolution, and ecology. These micrometazoans may play an 
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important role in the elucidation of metazoan phylogeny, particularly with respect to the 

evolution of the arthropods. Tardigrades have a ubiquitous distribution, being found in a 

diversity of niches in terrestrial, freshwater, and marine environments throughout the 

world, ranging from the abyss in the deep sea to the highest mountains (Ramazzotti and 

Maucci, 1983; Kinchin, 1994). 

SUITABILITY OF BRYOPHYTES AS HABITAT 

In water, algae as well as bryophytes, provides homes. The terrestrial tardigrades depends 

on the water drops that adhere to mosses and liverworts (Hingley 1993) and therefore of 

ten termed limno-terrestrial. 

Water bears are found in habitats from hot springs to layer under ice (in cryoconite holes 

in glaciers) and occupy every continent of the world. 

Ramazzoti and Maucci (1983) considered mosses suitable habitat based on three needs of 

limnoterrestrial tardigrades: 

1.a structure that allows sufficient oxygen diffusion  

2. the ability to undergo alternate periods of wetting and drying resulting from solar 

radiation and wind 

3. a medium that contains sufficient food 

Based on these criteria, bryophyte are particularly good habitats for tardigrades in several 

ways. 

Bryophytes experience drying, which most do slowly, permitting the tardigrades like wise 

dry slow and both have a tolerance to dehydration that permits them to survive in adverse 

condition (Kinchin 1994).Span when it is interrupted by such dormancy period. 

ADAPTATION OF TARDIGRADES: 

Their greatest adaptation that permits them to live. They live in a habitat that permits 

them to dry slowly and go into a dormant state a kind of behavioral/physiological 

adaptation.   
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Tardigrade wins international photo prize in the year  2019 

 

A colorful photo of a tardigrade, popularly known as a “water bear,” has won a top prize in 

the first-ever Olympus Global Image of the Year Award that was created to honor the best 

life science microscopy images.                   

OBJECTIVES 

The objective of present study are as follows : 

The identification of tardigrades from moss as well as from lichen  in rainy season and in 

winter season.Its survivability condition in exposure to freezing that is cryobiosis a form of 

crptobiosis, when the temperature decreases and water in the cell has frozen .Molecular 

mobility stops the result is tun ,tardigrade survive for decade.Its survivability condition in 

salt solution that is osmobiosis  that permits tardigrade to tolerate high salinity and form a 

tun ,but tardigrades have already high salt tolerance . 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Area of Study : 

Mosses and lichens selected for this experimental study ,which was collected from 

Centurion University ( Bbsr campus ) , Jatni  and some sample was collected from backyard 

of my house in Bhubaneswar during rainy and winter season.  
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SAMPLING AND EXTRACTION OF EXPERIMENTAL MICROANIMAL : 

Some lichens scrapped off from a rock in the backyard of my house . There are several 

colours of lichens in the area ,they all may have different diversities of tardigrades in 

winter season in the month of december. 

 

 

Then the moss leafy green stuff ,again their may be several types.As i get proficient start 

to fan out and explore other environments . I found moss on the wall and from a nearby 

mango tree inside cutm campus . 
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    Moss collected from a wall in CUTM campus in winter season 

                          ( In the month of December ) 
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                Moss  collected from a nearby mango tree in CUTM campus in 

                rainy season ( In the month of August )  
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 ( Collection of moss inside CUTM campus ) 

The sample size is generally  handful and the collection data is written on the paper with a 

marker. 
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(Collection of moss and lichen was marked up in a marker ) 

 

Then the moss was soaked overnight  ( 24 hours ) in a paper cup which was scrapped off 

from the wall during rainy season. 
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In the next morning in lab ,debris pipette off from the bottom of cuo and small amount of 

moss is taken in a slide and examined under a compound microscooe to study the 

microanimal ( Tardigrade )  

 

                                     

Then finally the microanimal tardigrade appears with 5x  objective ,10x eye piece ,40x 

magnification . 
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Lichen soaked overnight ( 24 hours ) 

                                  

Next morning ,it examined under the microscope and by facing many difficulties after 2 

hours  the tardigrade appears. 
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         (  Tardigrades appears from lichen  in winter season) 

 

 

                  

Moss are submerged with salt solution in a petridish for 48 hours ,then it examined under 

the microscope . 
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                    Tun formation in salt solution ( osmobiosis ) 

 

 

 

 

 

                  

 

Moss exposure to cold temperature  ( -18 degree Celcius in freezer ) 
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                 Tun formation due to decreasing of temperature ( cryobiosis ) 

 RESULT  

Tardigrades were identified in eastern zone ( Bhubaneswar,Odisha ) in rainy season and in 

winter season from moss and lichen. 

Survivability after exposure to low temperature ( cryobiosis) freezing at -18 degree celcius 

( approx ) in freezer,the microanimal formed as tun. 

In salt solution ( osmobiosis ) tardigrade was turned to tun. 

DISCUSSION 

In both experiments , the tardigrades is in cryptobiotic state that is cryobiosis and 

osmobiosis. In cryobiosis the temperature decreases and water in the cell has frozen 

,molecular mobility stops permitting the tardigrade to survive in low temperature and it 

formed as tun.Glycerol act as antioxidant ,being embedded in ice probably also prevents 

oxidation damage . In this cryobiotic state ,the tardigrades can survive for decades. In 

osmobiosis ,that permits some species to tolerate high salinity and to form tun. It is 

initiated when the animal experiences an external salt concentration. 

Determining if an animal is viable or dead can be problematic with tardigrades as they 

tend to become passive under unfavorable conditions such as asphyxia. In an attempt to 

avoid unfavorable conditions and maintain a somewhat identical post experimental 

environment, the animals were regularly supplied with clean water and using a Pasteur 

pipette oxygen was “bubbled” into the water to avoid low oxygen levels. Fundamentally 

two conditions can be recognized 1) dead or 2) living, though the living can be subdivided 

into two sub conditions. Active: exhibiting coordinated movement; and passive: exhibiting 

no coordinated movement, a twitch of a claw or jerk of a leg at most. In the results only 
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dead or living animals is presented. The terms active and passive are used for 

interpretation of behavior during observation. A major problem during the post 

experimental observation period was an inevitable fungal infestation and the massive 

propagation of their hyphae, sometimes covering everything in the embryo dishes. To 

diminish effect on mortality the fungi had to be removed, or “weeded” out, as often as 

possible.  

CONCLUSION 

The animals of the phylum Tardigrada remain a little-known, little-studied group despite 

their overall abundance. ... At the same time, tardigrades present a unique opportunity for 

research. They are easy to work with, forgiving about collection, and their removal does 

little environmental damage.They have been applied in transplantology because of their 

cryptobiotic effect. Though there are studies emphasizing on their identification and 

importance , there is a need for more research to understand their relevance in different 

fiels of science. 
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